Patents

What the Innovator Needs to Know
Today’s Goals

• Understand what a patent is
• Understand why patents are important to engineers and technology businesses
• Learn how to read a patent
• Learn how to find patents
• Understand what a patent costs
Are Patents Important?

Friday, April 22, 2005

Medtronic will pay $1.35 billion to settle patent lawsuit

Memphis Business Journal
Jury rules against Boston Scientific in drug-coated stent patent lawsuit

By Barnaby J. Feder

A jury in Texas has ruled that Boston Scientific’s drug-coated stents infringe on a 1997 patent issued to a radiologist and has awarded the inventor $431 million in damages, Boston Scientific said Tuesday.

The case appears to be a long way from resolution and the shares of Boston Scientific rose after the announcement.

In afternoon trading Tuesday on the New York Stock Exchange, Boston Scientific was up 18 cents, or 1.5 percent, at $12.59.

Saffran’s suit primarily described how layers of polymer on top of a metal stent...

Saffran filed his infringement lawsuit against Boston Scientific in 2005. He recently filed a similar lawsuit against Boston Scientific’s main rival, the Cordis division of Johnson & Johnson.

Eric Albritton, Saffran’s lawyer, declined to...
Abbott Wins Reversal of J&J’s $1.67 Billion Patent Victory

February 23, 2011, 4:34 PM EST

By Susan Decker

(Updates with closing share prices.)

Feb. 23 (Bloomberg) -- Abbott Laboratories, maker of the arthritis drug Humira, succeeded in a bid to overturn a $1.67 billion patent-infringement verdict won by Johnson & Johnson.

The 2009 verdict, the largest patent-related damages award in U.S. history, was reversed today by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in Washington, according to the court's website. The three-judge panel ruled the patent, co-issued to New York University and J&J's Centocor unit, is invalid.

J&J, which sells the competing arthritis medicine Remicade, had convinced a jury that Abbott infringed the patent, which J&J said covered the human antibodies used in Humira. The appeals court ruled that J&J's patent application never described fully human antibodies and said at most the claims "constitute a wish list of properties" that such an antibody would have.
By Joseph Walker

Volcano Corp. (VOLC) won a legal victory in a patent dispute with larger competitor St. Jude Medical Inc. (STJ) Friday that has lessened, though not completely removed, a large risk factor hanging over the company.

A Delaware jury ruled that Volcano’s heart artery diagnostic tool did not violate four of St. Jude’s patents. St. Jude filed the infringement claims in 2010, asking the court to award it cash damages and to place an injunction on sales of patent-infringing Volcano products. Volcano has since counter-sued, and a jury trial began Monday in that suit. A verdict is expected by the end of the week.

Though St. Jude is expected to appeal Friday’s decision, Volcano’s win is encouraging for investors attracted to its growth potential, but who were weary of the company losing the patent battle with St. Jude.

“We view this win as a best-case scenario for VOLC as it removes a headline risk,” Leerink Swann analyst Danielle Antalffy wrote in a research note.

Volcano shares are up 4.9% Monday, to $28.18.
Q: We would like to know what the long-term business strategy is for Boston Scientific.

A: “That’s easy, just look at the past three years of published patent applications from our company.”

Bruce KenKnight, VP Research, BSCI
Feb 6, 2009
IP is Critical

• Value of company is in its intellectual property and the ability of staff to generate IP, not in the products
• VCs look at people more than at concept
• IP, utility patents
  – Provisional Patent
  – Patent Application
  – Issued Patent
Intellectual property

Product of the mind: idea, invention, artistic expression, name, business process, chemical formula, ...
Patent

• Grants inventor a limited term monopoly
• Invention must be disclosed
• Gives inventor right to exclude others from “make, use or sell”
• It’s up to the inventor to protect the patent
• 20 years from filing date
• 1 year to file after publicly disclosing the invention (0 years in Europe)
U.S. Constitution
Article I, Section 8

“To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries;”
Patent requirements

• New
• Useful
• Non-obvious

• Can be reduced to practice (made)
• Is not a perpetual motion machine
Why You Care

• Learn
• Protect
• Avoid infringement
How To Read a Patent

- Front matter
- Drawings
- Specification
- Claims

To learn
To disclose
To protect
To avoid infringing
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ABSTRACT
A disposable agitator (12, 12A) for a food mixer (10) includes an elongate hollow sleeve stem (16, 24) which fits over and rotates with an elongate rotatable shaft (11, 11A) of the mixer (10). An agitator blade (17, 25) configured in the shape of a bowl of a spoon is positioned at the bottom of the stem (16, 24). In one embodiment a detent (18) in the stem (16) engages a recess (14) in the shaft (11) while in another embodiment a barb (29) engages a flange (23) on the shaft to longitudinally position the agitator (12) on the shaft (11). The agitator is used by sliding the hollow stem (16, 24) upwardly over the shaft (11, 11A) to, in one embodiment, to cause the detent (18) to engage the recess (14), and in the other embodiment to cause the barb (29) to engage the flange (25). After mixing the food product, the user is induced to remove the agitator (12, 12A), because the blade (17, 25) is configured like the bowl of a spoon, by sliding the stem (16, 24) downwardly away from the shaft (11, 11A).
AGITATOR FOR A FOOD MIXER AND METHOD OF USE THEREOF
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Abstract
A disposable agitator (12, 12A) for a food mixer (10) includes an elongate hollow sleeve stem (16, 24) which fits over and rotates with an elongate rotatable shaft (11, 11A) of the mixer (10). An agitator blade (17, 25) configured in the shape of a bowl of a spoon is positioned at the bottom of the stem (16, 24). In one embodiment a detent (18) in the stem (16) engages a recess (14) in the shaft (11) while in another embodiment a barb (29) engages a flange (23) on the shaft to longitudinally position the agitator (12) on the shaft (11). The agitator is used by sliding the hollow stem (16, 24) upwardly over the shaft (11, 11A) to, in one embodiment, to cause the detent (18) to engage the recess (14), and in the other embodiment to cause the barb (29) to engage the flange (23). After mixing the food product, the user is induced to remove the agitator (12, 12A), because the blade (17, 25) is configured like the bowl of a spoon, by sliding the stem (16, 24) downwardly away from the shaft (11, 11A).
TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to an agitator for a food mixer, such as a mixer of the type which will blend candy or other condiments into ice cream, milk shakes or the like. More particularly, this invention relates to an agitator, and its method of use, which is disposable insuring sanitary conditions without having to clean the agitator between usages, and which is readily positioned on the food mixer and removed therefrom by the user and subsequently used by the user to consume the food product.

BACKGROUND ART

For many years mixers with agitator shafts extending downwardly have been used to mix food items, such as milk shakes, right in a cup. More recently, similar mixers have been used to mix solid food chunks, such as candy and the like, into soft serve ice cream and other foods of similar texture. Since such mixers have permanent agitator shafts, frequent cleaning, most often between each use, is required because it is highly likely that each user will be blending different materials.

Such cleaning is quite time consuming for the commercial establishment which blends the product for the consumer and thus there is a need for a disposable agitator which could be quickly attached to the food mixer and readily and economically discarded after each use.
The agitator shown in U.S. Pat. No. 2,833,576 represents an attempt to satisfy such need, however, it is impractical for many reasons. For example, were the device of that patent made of a material inexpensive enough to be economically disposable, the long unsupported agitator shaft would be so flimsy that first, it could not mix viscous food materials and second, at high speed operation it would flop around or oscillate outwardly possibly doing damage to the cup containing the food. In addition, the complex attachment of the agitator to the food mixer is not conducive to or com-
Thus, to date, no one has developed an agitator assembly which is truly and economically disposable, which cannot represent a potential safety hazard to the user, and which by its configuration, will induce the user to remove it from the food mixer upon completion of the mixing.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

It is thus a primary object of the present invention to provide an agitator for a food mixing device which can be manufactured sufficiently economically so as to be disposable and yet be strong enough to mix food materials.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an agitator, as above, which through its method of use can be readily utilized by the consumer himself without fear of injury.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide an agitator, as above, which is in the shape of a spoon so that by its method of use the consumer is induced to remove the same from the food mixer and utilize it as a utensil to eat the food product.

It is still another object of the present invention to provide an agitator, as above, in which the bowl of the spoon is axially offset from the shaft thereof to increase mixing action.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a method of using an agitator, as above, which is simple and suitable for performance by the ultimate consumer of the food product.
The embodiment of agitator 12 used with the embodiment of shaft 11 shown in FIG. 2 is best shown in FIG. 3 and is preferably made of an inexpensive material, such as many common plastics, so that it can be economically discarded after use. Agitator 12 includes a hollow sleeve stem portion 16 at one end and an agitator blade portion 17 at the other end. Stem 16 is shown as being tapered to correspond to the taper shown for shaft 11 although it will be appreciated that if shaft 11 were not tapered, stem 16 would also not be tapered but would rather correspond in configuration to that of shaft 11. Because stem 16 is a long hollow member and since it is intended to be economically disposable, the plastic material from which it is made needs the full support of shaft 11 so as to adequately mix even the most viscous food materials.

An annular detent 18 is provided internally of stem 16 near the top thereof for locking engagement with recess 14 of shaft 11 to secure agitator 12 longitudinally of
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I claim:

1. A disposable food mixer agitator for use by a consumer, the agitator being engageable with a rotatable elongate shaft, the shaft tapering downwardly from a larger cross section to a smaller cross section and including coupling means, the agitator comprising, an elongate plastic stem, said stem being hollow along its entire length and being adapted to fit over substantially the entire shaft and be strengthened thereby, said stem tapering downwardly from a larger cross section to a smaller cross section corresponding to the taper of the shaft, blade means on the lower end of said stem configured to induce the consumer to remove said stem from the shaft and use the agitator to consume the food, said blade means being in the shape of a bowl of a spoon and closing the lower end of said stem to prevent contamination of the shaft, and means on said stem to temporarily engage the coupling means of the shaft to temporarily position said hollow stem longitudinally on the shaft and permit rotation of said stem and said blade means with the shaft so that said blade means will mix the food after which time the consumer is induced by said blade means to remove said stem from the shaft and consume the food with the agitator thereby preventing contamination of the shaft from exposure to different food items.
Finding Patents

• Issued
• Applications
  – Public 18 months after filing
• Search strategy
  – Key word
  – Class & sub-class
  – Forward and reverse citations
Patent search

• To get ideas
• To see if your idea infringes on prior art
• On-line patent databases
  – uspto.gov
  – google.com/patents
  – freepatentsonline.com
• Search by keyword or by class/subclass
• Full text and keyword search, covers 1972 and forward only
• See tutorial at freepatentsonline.com

USPTO, http://patft.uspto.gov/

Oxo Salad Spinner

Why general text searching doesn’t work
BRAKE FOR DEVICE FOR DRYING FOODS

Inventor: Paul Mulhauser, New York, N.Y.

Assignee: General Homewares Corp., Terre Haute, Ind.

Application Number: 08/253,528
Filed: Feb. 18, 1999

PRIORITY DATA

A device for drying food is provided. The device includes a bowl having a bottom wall and a sidewall terminating in a top edge, a cover removably connected to the top edge of the bowl, a basket assembly including a basket and a removable lid disposed in the bowl and rotatable relative to the bowl about an axis, and a brake assembly carried by the cover and engageable with the lid for slowing rotation of the basket assembly.

12 Claims, 14 Drawing Sheets
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Provisional Patent

• Fixes invention date
• Easy to file
  – Describe the invention, inventors, best mode
  – No claims
  – 1-page form
• Must describe claimed invention
• “Patent Pending in 24 Hours”, Nolo Press (e-book version @ UMN Library)
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